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Abstract
We use the monodromy method to compute expectation values of an arbitrary number of light
operators in finitely excited (“heavy”) eigenstates of holographic 2D CFT. For eigenstates with
scaling dimensions above the BTZ threshold, these behave thermally up to small corrections, with
an effective temperature determined by the heavy state. Below the threshold we find oscillatory
and not decaying behavior. As an application of these results we compute the expectation of the
out-of-time order arrangement of four light operators in a heavy eigenstate, i.e. a six-point function.
Above the threshold we find maximally scrambling behavior with Lyapunov exponent 2piTeff . Below
threshold we find that the eigenstate OTOC shows persistent harmonic oscillations.
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1 Introduction and summary
In recent years it has been recognised that black holes exhibit a strong form of chaos, most cleanly
quantified by a thermal out-of-time-order four-point function (OTOC) [1]
F (t) := 〈W (t)V (0)W (t)V (0)〉β . (1.1)
If this four-point function is evaluated in a CFT with holographic dual, for example a sparse large−c
CFT2 as will be the focus of this work, one finds that it contains an exponentially growing piece
F (t) = F0 − K
c
eλL(t−x) + · · · , (1.2)
where K is a constant that depends on the choice of operators W and V and the Lyapunov exponent
λL = 2piT takes on its maximal allowed value [2]. At the same time, detailed calculations [3–11] reveal
that highly excited pure states in theories with holographic duals can act thermally: for simple enough
operators they reproduce the expectation values in a suitable thermal ensemble at late times, up to
small corrections,
A compelling scenario explaining the thermalization of simple operators in closed unitarily evolving
quantum systems is the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [12, 13], which we will review in
more detail below. Succinctly, ETH states that finitely-excited eigenstates themselves carry informa-
tion about the thermal ensemble. This implies that typical states made from random superpositions
of eigenstates in a small energy window, also look thermal, up to corrections that are exponentially
small in entropy, when probed by simple enough operators,
〈Ψ|Q(t)|Ψ〉 −→ 〈Q(t)〉βΨ +O
(
e−S/2
)
. (1.3)
2
In contrast, non-thermalising systems, such as many-body-localised phases (MBL), do not satisfy
ETH. As we will see below, eigenstates below the BTZ threshold do not satisfy ETH, and behave in
ways more reminiscent of non-thermalizing phases.
The operator whose expectation value we calculate to obtain F (t) in (1.1) is simple at early times,
but becomes increasingly complicated as the time-evolved W (t) = eiHtWe−iHt spreads to encompass
a larger and larger fraction of the total system. ETH therefore does not imply that F (t), computed
in a typical pure state, will approximate the answer in the thermal ensemble.
As an example, take the the nth Re´nyi entropy, which can be thought of as an operator whose
spatial extent covers a finite fraction of the total system size. Only the limit n → 1, namely the
entanglement entropy, behaves approximately thermally when evaluated in an energy eigenstate, as
shown in [14–16]. For holographic (that is sparse large-c CFT), our result adds the OTOC to the list
of operators of finite spatial extent whose expectation value is nevertheless approximately thermal in
an eigenstate. There is evidence [8] that this should be the case for theories with a holographic dual,
at least up to the scrambling time t∗ ∼ logS, where the definition of the scrambling exponent (1.2)
is valid. In this paper we show that in fact a stronger result holds, which implies the approximately
thermal behavior of the four-point OTOC in typical states as a corollary.
Main result
In this work we use the monodromy method to establish that sparse, large−c 2D CFT satisfy
〈
H, H¯|Q1(t1)Q2(t2) · · · QnL(tnL)|H, H¯
〉 ∝ Tr [e−βHQ1(t1)Q2(t2) · · · QnL(tnL)]+O (c−1 , e−c)
(1.4)
where |H, H¯〉 := OH,H¯(0)|0〉 is a heavy primary state with dimension H + H¯ = ∆ ∼ O(c) and the
‘probe’ operators Q all have dimension ∆ ∼ O(εc) in terms of the central charge, for ε  1. The
inverse temperature β appearing in the canonical density matrix on the right-hand side of (1.4) is
the one associated to the eigenstate |H〉1 by a naive application of ETH. The notation O (c−1 , e−c)
is meant to indicate that the leading order result receives both perturbative corrections, as well as
non-perturbative corrections in the central charge, the latter corresponding to the appearance of
heavy conformal families in intermediate channels. The precise form of these corrections reveals
interesting connections with conserved higher KdV charges and the corresponding generalized Gibbs
ensemble [17–20].
Choosing the light composite operator in (1.4) to be the out-of-time-order arrangement mentioned
above then immediately implies the result that there exists a notion of scrambling exponent in eigen-
states, which moreover satisfies
λL = 2piTETH . (1.5)
saturating an eigenstate version of the fast-scrambling bound [2,21], as conjectured in [8] in the context
of the SYK model. For future reference, let us mention the convention that we refer to correlations of
the type (1.4) above as “HHLL. . .L”, which is meant to indicate that there are two (H)eavy insertions
and a number, typically > 2, of (L)ight ones. Note that [4] described a purely algebraic method
1In this work we will only consider scalar operators with H = H¯, and thus for the most part suppress the anti-
holomorphic labels. We expect the overall picture to apply also to spinning operators, with separate left- and right-moving
effective temperatures. See appendix A.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fnwi+ZHJMV/ddiUtvYe83bVeBrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpod3Hvlv1a t4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV 3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT72jcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fnwi+ZHJMV/ddiUtvYe83bVeBrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpod3Hvlv1a t4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV 3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT72jcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fnwi+ZHJMV/ddiUtvYe83bVeBrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpod3Hvlv1a t4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV 3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT72jcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fnwi+ZHJMV/ddiUtvYe83bVeBrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpod3Hvlv1a t4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV 3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT72jcI=</latexit> V
<latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit>
V
<latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8Eiu CozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2I VxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMY A6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sUG5qrSQx7xGRxzjkHy31xbCSZQ=">AAAB3XicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky1anXrJlgEV 2XGjS4FNy5bsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQ3BHK0F/gxoUi/i13/hvTx0JbDwQ+zknIvSfKlLTk+9/e1vbO7t5+6aB8WDk6PqmeVto2zY3AlkhVaroRt6ikxhZJUtjNDPIkUtiJJvfzvPOMxspUP9I0wzDhIy1jKTg5q9keVGt+3V+Ib UKwghqs1BhUv/rDVOQJahKKW9sL/IzCghuSQuGs3M8tZlxM+Ah7DjVP0IbFYtAZu3TOkMWpcUcTW7i/XxQ8sXaaRO5mwmls17O5+V/Wyym+DQups5xQi+VHca4YpWy+NRtKg4LU1AEXRrpZmRhzwwW5bsquhGB95U1oX9cDvx 40fSjBOVzAFQRwA3fwAA1ogQCEF3iDd+/Je/U+lnVteavezuCPvM8fn4GLhw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sUG5qrSQx7xGRxzjkHy31xbCSZQ=">AAAB3XicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Ky1anXrJlgEV 2XGjS4FNy5bsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQ3BHK0F/gxoUi/i13/hvTx0JbDwQ+zknIvSfKlLTk+9/e1vbO7t5+6aB8WDk6PqmeVto2zY3AlkhVaroRt6ikxhZJUtjNDPIkUtiJJvfzvPOMxspUP9I0wzDhIy1jKTg5q9keVGt+3V+Ib UKwghqs1BhUv/rDVOQJahKKW9sL/IzCghuSQuGs3M8tZlxM+Ah7DjVP0IbFYtAZu3TOkMWpcUcTW7i/XxQ8sXaaRO5mwmls17O5+V/Wyym+DQups5xQi+VHca4YpWy+NRtKg4LU1AEXRrpZmRhzwwW5bsquhGB95U1oX9cDvx 40fSjBOVzAFQRwA3fwAA1ogQCEF3iDd+/Je/U+lnVteavezuCPvM8fn4GLhw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bK4AoZpVsNJfGdmb/OozznVIG0w=">AAAB6HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLii bRe9Ej04hESCyTQkO0yhZXtttndmpCGX+DFg8Z49Sd589+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p6yRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zczf3OEyrNE/lgpikGMR1JHnFGjZVa7UG15tbdB cg68QpSgwLNQfWrP0xYFqM0TFCte56bmiCnynAmcFbpZxpTyiZ0hD1LJY1RB/ni0Bm5sMqQRImyJQ1ZqL8nchprPY1D2xlTM9ar3lz8z+tlJroJci7TzKBky0VRJohJyPxrMuQKmRFTSyhT3N5K2JgqyozNpmJD8FZfXiftq7 rn1r2WW2vcFnGU4QzO4RI8uIYG3EMTfGCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QOxcYzW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P7mc3gjcRrgVSL+Zc8k+RhpIZFI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R6UK27VX YCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvq p6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AsrGM2g==</latexit>
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Figure 1: Application of our main result (1.4) to the butterfly effect (‘scrambling’) in heavy states, i.e.
an out-of-time-order “HHLLLL” correlation function. As indicated in purple, the effect of the heavy
insertions can be interpreted as dressing the propagator, s−1, of the leading mode, the “scramblon” [26],
exchanged between the light operators on the second sheet by the exponential factor s−1 = e−iαt. In
the ergodic phase, α = i|α|, this leads to maximal scrambling, while in the non-ergodic phase, α = |α|,
this results in an oscillatory OTOC. The bulk interpretation of the scramblon picture is a single
graviton exchange in the heavy background. Full details of the calculation summarized here can be
found in section 4 below.
to obtain (1.4), relying on 1/c scalings of the Virasoro generators when computing blocks of the
form HHLL. . .L, whereas we prove this statement using the monodromy method. An important open
problem is to determine the timescale at which the identity block domination breaks down in a given
correlation function, in any given CFT. A natural candidate in sparse large-c theories is the scrambling
time t∗ itself.
A scrambling phase transition
As we have already remarked, the thermality result (1.4) is valid only for heavy enough states, specif-
ically above the microcanonical BTZ threshold. For such states the system behaves effectively ergod-
ically, the holographic interpretation being that these pure states act as if there were a bulk horizon
causing the exponential Lyapunov behavior. However, below threshold this is not the case, and thus
one might naturally expect the exponential Lyapunov growth to be absent. Below we show that indeed
this is the case, and the scrambling four-point function transitions to an oscillatory behavior. We have
just used our bulk intuition for this transition, which makes it very natural, but it is important to
emphasize that it is very non-trivial from the boundary theory point of view: we have uncovered a
sharp transition in chaotic behavior that signals that the many-body system under consideration goes
from an ergodic phase to a non-ergodic phase. In the discussion section we comment further on our
findings, and comment on its relation to other non-ergodic phases violating ETH, such as many-body
localized (MBL) systems.
At finite temperature, decaying OTOCs arise due to the exchange of a reparametrization mode
or ‘scramblon’ in the Regge correlator (see e.g. [22–25]). As depicted in figure 1, our results imply
that a similar scramblon is responsible for the decay or oscillation of OTO correlators in eigenstates,
depending on whether the eigenstate is above or below the BTZ threshold.
Holographic bulk reconstruction and black holes
Statements of the kind (1.4) are intimately related to a number of recent developments surrounding the
holographic understanding of black holes and their microstates and attempts to address the firewall
paradox raised in [27]. For example the authors of [28] point out that if statements of the type (1.4) &
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(1.5) hold for typical states, then a typical microstate of a black hole itself contains information about
behind-the-horizon physics. Our results hold for eigenstates and will thus extend to typical states that
are superpositions of eigenstates in a small energy window as required by [28]. More precisely these
authors show that if a statement of the form (1.4) holds, one can add a “double-trace” deformation
QQ˜ to the CFT, where Q˜ is the so-called mirror operator of [29], which mimicks the double-trace
deformation of Gao, Jafferis and Wall [30], and thereby extract information about the region behind
the horizon in a typical microstate.
Very recently, [31] (building on [32,33]) similarly proposed a link between the firewall paradox and
efficient scrambling, albeit not in eigenstates. They demonstrate that, at infinite temperature, the
decay of OTOCs implies a growing mutual information between the black hole interior and exterior as
a function of time. This in turn implies that the Hayden-Preskill protocol [34] can be used to recover
black hole information.
2 Background
Since we will frequently refer to the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis in what follows, we will
briefly introduce and review it. The ETH can be stated relatively simply. Let us consider a non-
extensive operator Q in a system that obeys ETH. This means that Q’s matrix elements between
energy eigenstates {|n〉} must take the following form:
〈m|Q|n〉 = Q(E) δmn + e−S(E)/2 f
(
E,ω
)
Rmn , (2.1)
where Q(E) is the microcanonical average of the operator Q, that is, over a set of energy eigenstates
in a small band centered around E, with uniform coefficients. Rmn is a random variable with zero
mean and unit variance, and the only restriction on f is that it must be a smooth function of E and
ω := En −Em. If (2.1) is satisfied, then the expectation value of O in a single eigenstate of energy E
is the same as its microcanonical average, up to exponentially suppressed terms.
The equivalence between microcanonical and canonical averages implies a relationship between E,
the center of the microcanonical enegy band, and an “effective temperature” 1/β, given by
∂E S(E) = β , (2.2)
where S(E) is the logarithm of the number of states at energy E.
The entropy of two-dimensional CFTs quantized on a spatial circle and at large central charge is
fixed, at high energies, by modular invariance (as well as certain additional assumptions [35–37]). For
spinless operators of weight (H,H) it takes the form:
S(E) = 2pi
√
c
3
E , E ≡ 2H − c
12
. (2.3)
This, in turn, fixes the microcanonical inverse temperature:
βH ≡ 2pi√
24H
c − 1
. (2.4)
The inverse temperature (2.4) has appeared numerous times in recent years in showing how certain
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CFT pure states reproduce the physics outside of black hole backgrounds in AdS3 [3,4,38,39]. In this
paper we add to that list by showing how (2.4) appears in a calculation of the Lyapunov exponent
computed in a single CFT eigenstate, and in fact the more general result (1.4). As mentioned in the
introduction, and modulo certain reasonable assumptions, we show that the Lyapunov exponent is
maximal and is given by λL =
2pi
βH
. On the one hand, the fact that λL is maximal in CFT pure states
is expected if the theory has a holographic dual and obeys ETH. On the other hand, it is interesting to
see precisely how one obtains this result. Doing so sheds light on how ETH-like calculations pan out
in 2d CFTs at large central charge. To wit, our proof requires expanding upon techniques developed
in [4], and in doing so we clarify some statements made about CFT pure states reproducing thermal
answers (see specifically section 5.1 of [4]).
2.1 Our approach
Let us now expand on our approach to the microstate average in 2D CFT. By the operator-state
correspondence we can map the computation of nL light operators in the state created by a heavy
operator to a normalized nL + 2 correlation function, so that the statement (1.4) takes the form
〈OH(∞)Q1(z1)Q2(z2) . . . QnL(znL)OH(0)〉
〈OH(∞)OH(0)〉 = 〈Q1(x1)Q2(x2) . . . QnL(xnL)〉βH +O
(
c−1, e−c
)
, (2.5)
for the CFT quantized on a spatial circle. The usual operator-state map computes the expectation
value with respect to the heavy eigenstates on the circle. This explains our choice of coordinates
zi = e
ixi . OH and Qi are scalar primary operators, and we have suppressed the dependence on anti-
holomorphic variables. The insertion of the heavy operator at the origin creates the ket |H〉 in the
infinite past on cylinder, while the insertion at infinity creates the conjugate bra 〈H|. Thus (2.5)
expresses once more that the expectation value of the Qi in the state created by inserting OH at the
origin match with thermal expectation values at the inverse temperature βH , up to 1/c corrections.
Our proof will hold so long as there is a separation of scales between the conformal dimensions of the
Qi and OH , that is H  hQi and in the regime where the identity block dominates. This block can
certainly be made to dominate for larger separations by tuning the density of states such that the
spectrum is sufficiently sparse [3, 6, 37,40–46].
However, it is important to note that for the purposes of studying the chaotic dynamics, further
constraints on the spectrum are required such that the identity block dominates in the Regge limit
(required for extracting the chaos exponent). This has been investigated in [47–49] although a full
characterization of what is required such that the identity block dominates on the second sheet is not
yet fully understood.
What will naturally come out of this proof is that (2.5) matches thermal correlators evaluated
for CFTs quantized on a spatial line, rather than a circle, and only holds for H > c/24 [3, 4, 42,
50, 51]. One may take this as evidence that these results only hold in the high temperature limit
(H  c/24). However, when comparing to holographic calculations done in the BTZ geometry with
spherical boundary, one finds that the free energy [52] is extensive in the size of the dual CFT and
the entanglement entropy [53] is insensitive to the size of the CFT sphere. Both of these holographic
results mimic thermal physics on the line rather than the circle. Thus holography requires that the
large-c limit behave essentially like a large volume limit for certain observables. One unifying picture
for this behavior is that of unbroken center symmetry, which guarantees the volume independence of
the free energy and entanglement entropy [54].
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Since our proof will rely on the monodromy method [55], it therefore only holds at large central
charge c in the limit where H/c and hQi/c are held fixed. This is precisely the holographic limit where
we expect to match with bulk geodesic calculations.
2.2 Thermal Jacobians
To motivate our result we will use two facts. The first is that primary operators of dimension (h, h¯)
transform under coordinate transformations z → z(w) as follows:
O(z, z¯)→
(
dz
dw
)h( dz¯
dw¯
)h¯
O (z(w), z¯(w¯)) . (2.6)
The second fact we will use is that thermal correlation functions (on the line) can be obtained from
vacuum correlation functions using the conformal map from the plane to the cylinder z → e 2piβ w. That
is: (∏
i
(
dzi
dwi
)hi ( dz¯i
dw¯i
)h¯i)〈∏
i
Oi (zi(wi), z¯i(w¯i))
〉
=
〈∏
i
Oi (wi, w¯i)
〉
β
, (2.7)
where the expectation value on the left hand side is taken in the CFT vacuum, and the expectation
value on the right hand side is taken in the thermal state with inverse temperature β. This leads to an
important realization: in order for an eigenstate expectation value to act approximately thermally, the
eigenstate must effectively enact the above coordinate transformation in (2.7), including the Jacobian
term, with respect to some emergent temperature that should depend on the eigenstate in a way
analogous to the original ETH.
It is important for the arguments we present below that thermal correlators, again on the line,
can be obtained from vacuum correlators via this simple coordinate transformation. Thus, in order
to obey ETH, we must show in what sense eigenstates behave like simple coordinate transformations
with no additional features. This is crucial and, we will see that this only holds in a particular identity
block approximation to the correlation function in the heavy eigenstate.
3 Proof of statement (1.4)
3.1 Monodromy basics
A few assumptions about correlation functions in 2d CFT go into this proof. Firstly, we assume that
the correlation functions can be decomposed into Virasoro conformal blocks
G(zi, z¯i) =
∑
k
akFk(zi)F¯k¯(z¯i) , (3.1)
where the index k labels which Virasoro primaries run in the OPE and the ak schematically represent
products over OPE coefficients. We note that each individual conformal block F (F¯) depends (anti-
)holomorphically on the locations of the insertions. We will also use the fact that at large-c, the blocks
exponentiate :
Fk(zi) ∼ e−
c
6
fk(zi) . (3.2)
The fk are often called semi-classical blocks and can be computed using the monodromy method.
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The monodromy method, used for computing semiclassical conformal blocks, is explained in many
places (see e.g. [41]), and here we give a cursory review of the basic ingredients required to follow the
proof. Consider the holomorphic differential equation
ψ′′(z) + Tcl(z)ψ(z) = 0 , (3.3)
where Tcl is the stress tensor expectation value arising from the insertion of our CFT operators. By
the conformal Ward identity it must take the form2
Tcl =
nH∑
k=1
(
6Hk/c
(z − yk)2 −
bk
z − yk
)
+
nL∑
i=1
(
6hi/c
(z − zi)2 −
ci
z − zi
)
, (3.4)
where the (bi, ci), called accessory parameters, are undetermined functions of the insertion points
(yi, zi). In (3.4) we have split the stress tensor into contributions from heavy insertions with coordi-
nates labeled yi and accessory parameters labeled bi, and light insertions with coordinates labeled zi
and accessory parameters labeled ci. Regularity at the origin under a coordinate inversion fixes the
stress tensor to fall off as
Tcl(z →∞) = O
(
z−4
)
(3.5)
which imposes the following conditions on the accessory parameters:
nL∑
i=1
ci = −
nH∑
i=1
bi , (3.6)
nL∑
i=1
(
ci zi − 6hi
c
)
= −
nH∑
i=1
(
bi yi − 6Hi
c
)
, (3.7)
nL∑
i=1
(
ci z
2
i −
12hi
c
zi
)
= −
nH∑
i=1
(
bi y
2
i −
12Hi
c
yi
)
. (3.8)
To fix the remaining accessory parameters, we tune the (bi, ci) such that the solutions to (3.3) obey
certain monodromy conditions. For example, say that we wish to compute the block corresponding
to the OPE channel: OAOB → OC , then we demand that the two independent solutions ψ1,2 to (3.3)
obey the following monodromy condition around a path γ encircling both zA and zB:(
ψ1
ψ2
)
→Mγ
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
, TrMγ = −2 cos
(
pi
√
1− 24hC
c
)
. (3.9)
Once we have fixed the ci, the corresponding semiclassical block is obtained by solving
∂fk
∂yi
= bi ,
∂fk
∂zi
= ci . (3.10)
A special mention is reserved for the semiclassical identity block, correpsonding to TrMγ = 2, which
contributes in all CFTs and appears to give universal results reproducing semiclassical gravity in
AdS3 [3, 4, 6, 42,44].
2As is conventional, we have multiplied the stress tensor by 6/c for convenience.
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3.2 Coordinate transformation
For the remainder of the paper we will take nH = 2 and set H1 = H2 = H. We can now fix the bi as
well as c1 using (3.6), giving
3
c
6
Tcl =
H (y1 − y2)2
(z − y1)2 (z − y2)2
+
nL∑
i=1
[
hi
(
1
(z − zi)2 −
(z − z1) + (zi − y1) + (zi − y2)
(z − z1) (z − y1) (z − y2)
)
− c
6
ci(zi − z1) (zi − y1) (zi − y2)
(z − z1)(z − zi) (z − y1) (z − y2)
]
.
(3.11)
It is known that under local coordinate transformations z → w(z), the stress tensor transforms as a
quasi-primary of weight 2:
Tcl(z) = w
′(z)2 T˜cl(w(z)) +
1
2
{w(z), z} , {w(z), z} = w
′′′(z)
w′(z)
− 3
2
(
w′′(z)
w′(z)
)2
(3.12)
and ψ(z) transforms as a weight −1/2 density
ψ(z)→ w′(z)−1/2 ψ(w(z)) . (3.13)
Applying these transformations to (3.3) appears to transform it trivially:
w′(z)3/2
[
d2
dw2
ψ(w(z)) + T˜cl(w(z))ψ(w(z))
]
= 0 . (3.14)
But that is not quite correct, the advantage we have gained is that we can reinterpret the new differ-
ential equation from the intrinsic geometry of the w plane. Taking w as the fundamental coordinate,
we have:
ψ′′(w) +
[
z′(w)2 Tcl(z(w)) +
1
2
{z(w), w}
]
ψ(w) = 0 . (3.15)
As was first noted in [4], choosing
z(w) = y2
w1/α + y1
w1/α + y2
with α =
√
1− 24H
c
(3.16)
eliminates the terms in Tcl proportional to H. In this sense, the w coordinate would seem to trivialize
their effect.
We are now tasked with understanding the monodromy properties of the following differential
equation:
ψ′′(w) + T˜cl(w)ψ(w) = 0 , (3.17)
3Normal treatments take (y1, y2, z1)→ (0,∞, 1) but we will keep them arbitrary here.
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with
c
6
T˜cl(w) =
w
1−2α
α
α2
×
nL∑
i=1
hiw
1/α
i
(
w
1/α
1 − w1/αi
)2 − y2 (w1/α − w1/αi )2 + (y2w1/α + w1/α1 w1/αi )(w1/α − w1/α1 )(
w1/α − w1/αi
)2 (
w1/α − w1/α1
)(
w
1/α
i − y2
)
− c
6
ciw
1/α
i y2
(
w
1/α
i − w1/α1
)
(y2 − y1)(
w1/α − w1/αi
)(
w1/α − w1/α1
)(
w
1/α
i + y2
)2
 . (3.18)
While we may have gotten rid of two insertions, this new stress tensor looks terrible! But note that
we only care about the monodromy properties of (3.17), meaning we can simply study (3.18) near its
singular points. Up to regular terms as w → wi, we find:4
c
6
T˜cl =
h1
(w − w1)2 −
h1 +
∑nL
i=2
(
hi − c6 c˜iwi
)
w1(w − w1) +
nL∑
i=2
[
hi
(w − wi)2 −
c
6
c˜i
w − wi
]
+ reg. (3.19)
where we have defined
c˜i := ci z
′(wi)− 6hi
c
∂
∂wi
log z′(wi) , z(w) = y2
w1/α + y1
w1/α + y2
. (3.20)
It would appear that the w-plane monodromy problem is simply a standard monodromy problem with
a newly defined set of accessory parameters. But this is too hasty. In fact we have a non-standard
monodromy problem, since we can no longer fix the c˜i by demanding regularity at infinity on the
w-plane. Regularity does not strike twice. To further elucidate this: demanding regularity as w →∞
would be equivalent to asking for regularity at z = y2, which would be incorrect since we have inserted
an operator there. In fact, the new stress tensor behaves as:
c
6
T˜cl(w →∞) = −
∑nL
i=1
(
hi − c6 c˜i(wi − w1)
)
w1w
+
∑nL
i=1
{
hi(2wi − w1)− c6 c˜i(wi − w1)wi
}
w3
+O (w−4) . (3.21)
As we can see, T˜cl’s behavior as w → ∞ contains information about the block we’re computing,
through its dependence on the c˜i.
So as a recap: we have a non-standard w-plane monodromy problem, since T˜cl’s behavior as w →∞
is not fixed to fall off like w−4 by regularity at the origin.
Now, recall that the semiclassical block is related to the accessory parameters by solving ∂fk/∂zi =
4It is important that we drop the regular terms actually, as this is the invariant information carried by the Virasoro
symmetries. In fact the form in (3.19) is required by the Virasoro Ward identity in the w coordinate.
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ci as in (3.10). Using this we can reinterpret (3.20):
∂f˜k
∂wi
=
∂fk
∂zi
∂zi
∂wi
− 6hi
c
∂
∂wi
log z′i(wi) , (3.22)
which up to the logarithmic term is simply an application of the chain rule. What does this imply for
the individual blocks Fk? We can reinterpret (3.22) in the original coordinates zi:
∂fk
∂zi
=
∂f˜k
∂wi
∂wi
∂zi
− 6hi
c
∂
∂zi
logw′i(zi) . (3.23)
which means that, solving the monodromy problem in the wi coordinates allows us to immediately
find the leading contribution to the block in the zi coordinates
Fk(zi) ≈ e−
c
6
fk(zi) = e−
c
6
f˜k(wi(zi))
nL∏
i=1
(w′i(zi))
hi . (3.24)
In general there is an integration constant in going from (3.23) to (3.24), but for the special case of
the identity block it vanishes, unlike non-identity blocks (see appendix B). We will address the caveats
related to this expression shortly, but the message is as follows: if we can solve the w-plane problem,
then we can extract the solution to the z-plane problem by undoing the coordinate transformation
(3.16). This is precisely what we had hoped for given the motivation in section 2.2.
Before moving on, it is important to reiterate that (3.24) will only actually hold in the identity
block, due to additional integration constants appearing in blocks where a non-identity operator is
exchanged between the heavy and the light insertions (see appendix B).
Some parameter counting
We started with a monodromy problem on the z-plane with n ≡ nH + nL insertions and n accessory
parameters. Three of these are fixed by demanding regularity on the z plane as in (3.6), leaving n− 3
accessory parameters which must be tuned by imposing the proper monodromy conditions.
On the w-plane, we have nL insertions and nL − 1 accessory parameters to be tuned by imposing
the desired monodromies. The fact that we have nL − 1, and not nL − 3, accessory parameters is
an artifact of the initial setup on the z-plane. However if we could somehow impose two additional
conditions, we would cut down the number of accessory parameters to nL − 3, thus returning us to
the standard setup on the w-plane.
We need look no further than (3.21) to find these two extra conditions. If we could argue for
regularity as w → ∞, instead of the more general condition written there, we would be back to the
standard case that we know and love.
Heavy-light imit
So far nothing we have done assumed that the two operators of dimension H are much heavier than
the rest. But this is precisely the limit we need to take. If we treat the nL light insertions as a
perturbation, then to leading order, the two insertions of dimension H fuse to the identity. To a first
11
Figure 2: We will treat the Q operators as parametrically lighter than the OH . We can then impose
that the OH fuse to the identity operator, which, to leading order results in T˜cl(w →∞) = O(w−4).
approximation, this implies regularity as w →∞ or z → z2. This is precisely the limit we take in the
rest of the paper as shown in figure 2.
3.3 Sanity check (HHLL done doubly well)
The simplest place to demonstrate this technique is the HHLL vacuum block, first computed in [3].
We start with the monodromy differential equation (3.17) with T˜cl given in (3.19). In this example
nL = 2 and we will also take h1 = h2 = hL.
We are computing a two-point function in the w plane, and the stress tensor T˜cl has one accessory
parameter c˜2. Fixing c˜2 such that T˜cl(w →∞) ∼ O(w−4) yields:
c˜2 = − 12hL/c
w1 − w2 , (3.25)
which we can integrate to obtain the semiclassical block on the w plane:
f˜0(w1, w2) =
12hL
c
log(w1 − w2) + const . (3.26)
We now use (3.24) to translate this to the semiclassical block in the z plane. Recall that the coordinates
are related by
w(z) =
(
y2
z − y1
y2 − z
)α
. (3.27)
To fix the constant in (3.26), we require the correlator exhibit the correct z-plane singularity as
y1 → y2:
f0(z) =
12H
c
log (y1 − y2) + 12hL
c
log (w(z1)− w(z2))− 6hL
c
(
logw′(z1) + logw′(z2)
)
=
12H
c
log (y1 − y2) + 12hL
c
log
[
(z1 − z2)z
1−α
2 (1− zα)
α(1− z)
]
, (3.28)
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where in (3.28) we have introduced the cross ratio z:
z ≡ (z1 − y2) (z2 − y1)
(z1 − y1) (z2 − y2) . (3.29)
Equation (3.28) is precisely the answer found in [3] for the vacuum Virasoro block, which we have
managed to compute without solving a monodromy problem. The addition of the Jacobian term arising
from the coordinate transformation (3.27) was crucial in getting the correct answer. Notice, however,
that fixing the stress tensor to vanish like w−4 in turn completely fixes the accessory parameter,
meaning this simple trick cannot work if we want to compute the block corresponding to non-identity
exchange. We explain how to obtain the non identity blocks (still in the heavy light limit) in appendix
B. It is important to mention that, in deriving the non-identity blocks using the w-plane geometry,
we encounter an additional subtlety not present in the identity block calculation on the w-plane: we
need to include additional integration constants in order to ensure the correct OPE singularities on
the z-plane. This explains why non-identity blocks fail to exhibit thermal behavior.
A comment on ETH
We will briefly review the standard observation that a two point function computed in the eigenstate
created by OH behaves thermally. We want to compute:
〈OH(∞)Q(z1)Q(z2)OH(0)〉
〈OH(∞)OH(0)〉 ≡
〈H|Q(z1)Q(z2)|H〉
〈H|H〉 . (3.30)
For sufficiently small separations |z1−z2| the vacuum block contribution (3.28) to the above correlator
will dominate.
If we put our light operators along the unit circle, zi = e
ixi , then performing the coordinate
transformation from z → x in the vacuum block gives
lim
y1→0
y2→∞
(z′(x1))hL(z′(x2))hLe−
c
6
f0(z(xi))
(y1 − y2)−2H
=
[
2
α
sin
(
α (x1 − x2)
2
)]−2hL
, α =
√
1− 24H
c
.
(3.31)
Now if 24H/c > 1 we can identify an effective temperature βH =
2pi√
24H
c
−1
such that the holomorphic
part of the correlator is the usual thermal answer:
F0(x) ≈
[
βH
pi
sinh
(
pi (x1 − x2)
βH
)]−2hL
, (3.32)
with the analogous expression for the antiholomorphic contribution. This effective temperature is
expected from the microcanonical ensemble for a CFT quantized on a spatial S1, as explained at the
beginning of this paper, and, in addition to the two-point function described in this example, will be
present in higher point functions as well.
Of course this cannot be the full answer, as this block has certain ‘forbidden singularities’ whenever
the xi are separated by an integer muliple of iβH . This observation is intricately linked with the
information loss problem in AdS3 [4, 6, 9, 42, 43, 56]. Also it is important to recall our comment from
above that non-identity blocks do not behave thermally in the sense of (3.32).
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Remarks
As we have shown, if we restrict to the identity block in the limit where the nL Q-operators are
parametrically light, we can obtain the identity block of two heavy operators and nL light operators
by studying a standard monodromy problem involving only the nL light operators. For nL ≥ 4 this
remains a very difficult problem. However, we may obtain the even higher point blocks, if we are
willing to restrict to identity exchanges in all internal channels, by recursively applying the method
described herein.
4 Lyapunov exponent in a heavy eigenstate
We now set out to solve a w-plane monodromy problem with nL=4. We will take h1 = h2 = hV and
h3 = h4 = hW .
This w-plane monodromy problem has three accessory parameters, two of which we again fix by
demanding that T˜cl fall off like w
−4 at infinity, since we are interested in the HHLLLL identity block.
We are now left with the task of computing an LLLL identity block on the w plane. The answer
has been computed by algebraic means in appendix B of [3], but can also be reproduced using the
monodromy method. We simply copy the answer here:
f˜0(wi) =
12hV
c
log(w1 − w2) + 12hW
c
log (w3 − w4)− 12hV hW
c2
(1− w)2 2F1(2, 2, 4, 1− w) (4.1)
where the cross ratio w is defined as
w ≡ (w1 − w4)(w2 − w3)
(w1 − w3)(w2 − w4) . (4.2)
We see that the LLLL identity block on the w-plane is the exponentiated single graviton global block.
We can now go from this expression to the HHLLLL identity block on the z plane by implementing
the coordinate transformation:
f0(zi) = f˜0(w(zi))− 6
c
[
hV logw
′(z1) + hV logw′(z2) + hW logw′(z3) + hW logw′(z4)
]
+ const.
The coordinate transformation back to the z-plane is given in (3.27). Again we fix the constant by
demanding the correct OPE singularity on the z-plane when y1 → y2. Once the dust settles, we are
left with the following semiclassical block
f0 =
12H
c
log (y1 − y2) + 12hV
c
log
[
(z1 − z2)z
1−α
2 (1− zα)
α(1− z)
]
+
12hW
c
log
[
(z3 − z4)(u/v)
1−α
2 (1− (u/v)α)
α(1− (u/v))
]
− 12hV hW
c2
(
1− (1− u
α)(zα − vα)
(1− vα)(zα − uα)
)2
2F1
(
2, 2, 4, 1− (1− u
α)(zα − vα)
(1− vα)(zα − uα)
)
(4.3)
where we have introduced the following cross ratios:
z ≡ (z1 − y2) (z2 − y1)
(z1 − y1) (z2 − y2) , u ≡
(z1 − y2) (z3 − y1)
(z1 − y1) (z3 − y2) , v ≡
(z1 − y2) (z4 − y1)
(z1 − y1) (z4 − y2) . (4.4)
In (4.3) we see two HHLL identity blocks, as well as a new piece that comes from enacting the
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coordinate transformation on the single graviton global block. We now proceed to use this new
semiclassical identity block to extract some interesting physics.
4.1 Extracting the chaos exponent
Using (4.3) we can finally arrive at our main result. We will show that the Lyapunov exponent,
as extracted from an out-of-time-ordered correlator computed in a heavy eigenstate, saturates the
microcanonical chaos bound. That is λL = 2pi/βH with βH =
2pi√
24H
c
−1
. To extract the chaos exponent
in the eigenstate H we must compute a correlator of the form:
OTOC ≡ 〈H|V (t)W (x)V (t)W (x)|H〉〈H|H〉
〈H|H〉2
〈H|V (t)V (t)|H〉〈H|W (x)W (x)|H〉 . (4.5)
We have divided out by the partially disconnected 4-point contributions and normalized each corre-
lator in the eigenstate |H〉. We will use (4.3) for the 6-point contribution, while the factors in the
denominator will be approximated using the standard HHLL identity block (3.28).
Since we want to compute these correlation functions in an eigenstate created by the insertion
of OH , we take y1 → 0 and y2 → ∞. Now, for the purposes of extracting the OTOC, we only
need the leading order contribution in an expansion in small hV hW /c. In this limit, the holomorphic
dependence of the identity block is simply:
〈H|V (z1)V (z2)W (z3)W (z4)|H〉 〈H|H〉
〈H|V (z1)V (z2)|H〉〈H|W (z3)W (z4)|H〉 ≈ 1 +
2hV hW
c
s22F1(2, 2, 4, s) + . . . (4.6)
where
s ≡ (z
α
1 − zα2 ) (zα3 − zα4 )
(zα3 − zα2 ) (zα1 − zα4 )
. (4.7)
In bulk language this expression counts the contribution of a single graviton exchange between V and
W in the background defined by the insertion of OH . As observed in [57], this is enough to compute
the chaos exponent.
We eventually want to extract the out-of-time-ordered correlator as in (4.5) by taking the Lorentzian
continuation of Euclidean correlator on the s-plane. The analysis proceeds almost exactly as in [58],
indipendently of whether H is greather than or less than c/24. As we previously mentioned, in order
to see the thermal nature of the eigenstate H, we need to place the V and W operators along the unit
circle, that is (zi, z¯i)→
(
ei xi , e−i x¯i
)
, and we will furthermore take
x1 = t− i1 , x¯1 = −t+ i1 , (4.8)
x2 = t− i2 , x¯2 = −t+ i2 , (4.9)
x3 = x− i3 , x¯3 = x+ i3 , (4.10)
x4 = x− i4 , x¯4 = x+ i4 . (4.11)
To obtain the time ordering as shown in (4.5), we need to ensure that the Lorentzian continuation
starting from t = 0 is taken with
1 > 3 > 2 > 4 . (4.12)
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This results in a Regge-limit of (4.6) whereby we go around the branch cut at s = 1 from below,5 before
taking s→ 0 as we take t > x. In the antiholomorphic sector, no branch cuts are crossed in the s¯-plane
and it remains small in the Lorentzian continuation. Multiplying holomorphic and antiholomorphic
contributions in this limit gives:
GRegge = F0(s)F¯0(s¯) = 1− 48pii hV hW
c s
+ . . . (4.13)
As was mentioned in the introduction, this form of the Regge correlator has a simple interpretation,
namely that a single ‘scramblon’ with propagator s−1 is exchanged between the operators in the
OTOC. The effect of the heavy fields is to dress this propagator with a factor mimicking the thermal
case, s ∼ e−iα(t−x), as depicted in Figure 1. In the end we find, for small i (and defining ij ≡ i− j):
OTOC = 1− 192ipi hV hW /c
α21234
sin2
[α
2
(t− x)
]
+ . . . (4.14)
Notice that for H < c/24 the OTOC oscillates and gives no evidence of scrambling. This is reminiscent
of a CFT in a non-ergodic phase, which we discuss further in the next section.
As we increase the energy eigenvalue through H > c/24, we must take α → i|α| in (4.14) and we
see that the large t behavior exhibits the expected Lyapunov behavior:
OTOC = 1− 48ipi hV hW /c|α|21234 e
|α|(t−x) + . . . (4.15)
with Lyapunov exponent
λL = |α| = 2pi
βH
, (4.16)
as promised. Note that the eigenstate butterfly velocity vHB is the speed of light. Note also that the
period of oscillation of the OTOC in the non-ergodic phase is governed by the parameter α ∈ R, which
can be thought of as the analytic continuation of the Lyapunov exponent λL to purely imaginary
values.
It is important to mention that the authors of [59] also studied higher point correlators in heavy
eigenstates and concluded that the leading answer, for an even number of light insertions, is given by
a product of two-point functions of light operators in the heavy eigenstate, that is:
〈OH(∞)Q1(x1)Q2(x2) . . . QnL(xnL)OH(0)〉 ≈
∏
ij
〈OH(∞)Qi(xi)Qj(xj)OH(0)〉+ perms. (4.17)
This is the leading disconnected piece of the correlator and is not in contradiction with our answer, as
can be seen from (4.3). Our results have allowed us to extract the subleading, connected contribution.
5In [58] the branch cut is crossed from above in the Regge limit. Our analysis differs only because we are taking
1 > 2 rather than the reverse order.
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5 Discussion: signatures of non-ergodic scrambling
One typical aim in holography is to match bulk calculations with analogous ones in CFT. States with
operator dimensions below the threshold H < c/24 are dual to bulk geometries that are not black
holes, but rather conical defects. This begs the question—what should we expect of these states?
Since the bulk has no black hole, it comes as no surprise that these states fail to satisfy ETH in the
same way that heavy operators do. In this section we will argue that CFT states dual to conical
defects exhibit non-ergodic behavior, such as is typically encountered in many-body-localized (MBL)
or spin glass phases.6
First consider the entanglement entropy of an interval of length L computed in a eigenstate of
dimension H, at large-c. This was first computed in [51,62]:
SEE =
c
3
log
[
2

R
α
sin
(
L
2R/α
)]
, (5.1)
where we have reinstated the size of the CFT circle R 6= 1. Above the H > c/24 threshold, we
again identify α = 2piiR/βH and the entanglement entropy behaves thermally. Below threshold
the entanglement entropy obeys an area law as in vacuum, but where the CFT volume appears
renormalized R → R/α. States where SEE obeys an area law were characterized as many-body-
localized states in [63] and are meant to exhibit the physics of an MBL phase similarly to how pure
states satisfying ETH exhibit physics in a thermal ensemble. This simple observation suggests that
the below threshold states probe a non-ergodic phase of the CFT.
Further evidence for interpreting below threshold states as non-ergodic is provided in [64], in which
the authors solve for the time-dependence of the entanglement entropy under a particular oscillatory
type of driving. The dynamics can be solved because the driving force can be undone by an appropriate
coordinate transformation. If this coordinate transformation is in the elliptic class, then the dynamics
was dubbed ‘non-heating,’ in [64]. And for states with H < c/24, the coordinate transformation (3.16)
is precisely in the elliptic class. Conversely when H > c/24 the coordinate transformation is in the
hyperbolic class. When the dynamics fall in this class, [64] found that the entanglement entropy is
thermalizing. Let us remark that the classification into elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic also leaves
signatures of (non-) ergodic behavior in late-time correlation functions [6, 39,44,65].
We finally come to the oscillating OTOC found in (4.14) when H < c/24. Because the OTOC
does not decay, the immediate interpretation must be that these states mimic non-ergodic ensembles.
To our knowledge, few examples of oscillating OTOCs similar to (4.14) have been computed. These
include those computed numerically in [66] in a spin chain known to exhibit an MBL phase, giving
further credence to the interpretation that these conical deficit states display the physics of non-
ergodic systems. Another interesting example is the classically chaotic system known as the stadium
billiard [67]. The eigenstate OTOCs were computed numerically and were found to be oscillatory [68],
but interestingly, the stadium billiard’s thermal OTOC, while non-oscillatory, also somehow fails
to exhibit any Lyapunov behavior—a stark difference between its classical and quantum behavior,
although perhaps we can attribute this to the billiard’s small number of degrees of freedom. This
illustrates an important and more general point, namely that thermalizing systems do not necessarily
scramble efficiently. A striking example, taking us again closer to the black-hole context, is the
6The idea that spacetime geometry may capture the physics non-ergodic systems through holography has been explored
in [60,61].
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IOP matrix model [69, 70], which shows signatures of thermalization and information loss, yet does
not have an exponential OTOC, much less one that saturates the bound [71]. It will be interesting to
further investigate non-ergodic OTOCs in holographic models as well as more generic chaotic quantum
systems [72,73].
Curiously, an oscillatory OTOC at finite temperature was observed in [74]. This OTOC was
computed holographically in a geometry that interpolates between an AdS2 boundary and a de Sitter
horizon deep in its interior [75], suggesting that de Sitter horizons may themselves be non-ergodic,
despite being at finite temperature.
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A Eigenstates with spin
In the main text we have been careful to consider eigenstates with equal left- and right-moving con-
formal dimensions when defining the microcanonical temperature, but this can be generalized to the
case where the operator has spin, with minimal change. For spinning particles (H 6= H¯), the density
of states at high energy (
√
ELER > c/24) is given by the Cardy formula:
S(EL, ER) = 2pi
√
c
6
EL + 2pi
√
c
6
ER , (A.1)
with
EL ≡ H − c
24
, ER ≡ H¯ − c
24
. (A.2)
We can thus define two distinct microcanonical temperatures that left- and right-movers will be sen-
sitive to:
βH ≡ ∂ELS(EL, ER) =
2pi√
24H
c − 1
, βH¯ ≡ ∂ERS(EL, ER) =
2pi√
24H¯
c − 1
. (A.3)
Note that βH defined in this way coincides with (2.4), as it should.
B Non-vacuum HHLL block
In the main part of this paper we have shown how straightforward it is to compute the vacuum HHLL
block using this trick, we now show how to compute the non-vaccuum blocks. We will see that they
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require more subtle considerations.
Remember that to set up this problem, we first fixed as many accessory parameters as possible
using the regularity conditions (3.6). In turn, this means that we cannot use regularity in the w plane
to fix even more accessory parameters. The rest must be obtained by solving the monodromy problem.
So, while it is perfectly fine to assume that Tcl(w) should fall off like w
−4 in the vacuum block, it is
not fine to assume this whenever there is non-vacuum exchange. The reason it works for the identity
block stems from the fact that the stress tensor obeys regularity at infinity in this block only, due to
all operators fusing to the identity.
To solve the problem in the w plane, we will use the method of variation of parameters. The idea
is to use the fact that hL/c ≡ ε 1 such that
ψ = χ+ ε η + . . . (B.1)
Tcl = ε TL . (B.2)
To zeroth order in ε, the independent solutions are χ = (1, w). It is now standard to find η:
ηi =
{ˆ w
F ji
}
χj , F
j
i ≡
χi 
jkχk
χ1χ′2 − χ2χ′1
TL . (B.3)
This in turn allows us to write down the monodromy matrix to first order in ε around a path γ that
encircles the points 1 and w2:
Mγ = 12×2 + 2piiε (Resw=1F + Resw=w2F ) . (B.4)
The eigenvalues of the full monodromy matrix should be:
eigenvalues(Mγ) = exp
{
ipi
(
1±
√
1− 24hp
c
)}
(B.5)
meaning that we can match the leading order expression in hp/c between (B.4) and (B.5) yielding:
c˜2 = −6
c
(2hL − hp
√
w1/w2)
w1 − w2 . (B.6)
This agrees with (3.25) when hp → 0. Also, now with hindsight to guide us, we see that we could have
obtained this answer by demanding
T˜cl(w →∞) = − 6hp/c
w
√
w1w2
+O(w−2) . (B.7)
We can now find f˜(w1, w2) by solving
∂f˜(w1, w2)
∂w2
= c˜2 ,
∂f˜(w1, w2)
∂w1
=
6
cw1
(
2hL − c
6
c˜2w2
)
, (B.8)
which can be read off from the expression for c˜1 in (3.19). We can fix the constant of integration
partly by demanding
f˜p(w2 → w1) ∼ 6(2hL − hp)
c
log(w1 − w2) . (B.9)
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This gives
f˜p(w1, w2) =
12hL
c
log(w1 − w2)− 6hp
c
[
log(w1 − w2)− 2 log
(√
w1 +
√
w2
2
)]
+ const . (B.10)
Now comes the important observation. If we use (3.24) to go from this expression to expression for
the semiclassical block on the z plane, we get the wrong answer. Instead we must add an additional
‘constant’ of integration proportional to hp:
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fp(zi) =
12H
c
log (y1 − y2) + f˜p(w(zi))− 6
c
[
hL logw
′(z2) + hL logw′(z1)
]− 6hp
c
log
[
z1 − z2
α(1− z)
]
(B.11)
=
12H
c
log (y1 − y2) + 6
c
{
2hL log
[
(z1 − z2)z
1−α
2 (1− zα)
α(1− z)
]
−hp log
[
4
α
z1 − z2
1− z
(
1− z α2
1 + z
α
2
)]}
, (B.12)
yielding the correct HHLL block, with the cross ratio
z ≡ (z1 − y2) (z2 − y1)
(z1 − y1) (z2 − y2) . (B.13)
The ‘integration constant’ proportional to hp in (B.11) comes from the need to impose the correct
OPE singularity on the z plane. For standard insertion locations (y1, y2, z1) = (0,∞, 1) it is an actual
constant, but shows that the non-identity block cannot simply be obtained by coordinate transforming
the solution to the w-plane problem. More work needs to be done.
We hope that this example is instructive, as it contains one of the messages of our paper. In 2d
CFT at large-c, the heavy insertions do indeed behave as a coordinate transformation, but the need
to impose the correct OPE singularity on the z plane implies that each individual conformal blocks,
apart from the identity block, transforms anomalously under the coordinate transformation. However,
as previously noted, these complications do not arise in the vacuum block, meaning that the vacuum
block is the one that truly appears thermal in CFT2.
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